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VOL. XXII NO.97

PADUCAH. KY., THURSDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 24, 1907

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

EAR1HQUAKE DEST ROYS TOWN "I Wish to Deny That Central Labor Union Has
DEAD BODY OF MAN FOUND BY
.
IN ITALY AND MANY PERSONS Indorsed Candidacy of Tom Harrison For Mayor-" THE CREW OF FREIGHT TRAIN
IT IS THOUGHT, ARE KILLED
----E. M. WILLIS NEAR GREENVILLE IESTERDAI
Bulletin From Rome Contains Meager Account of Terrible
Night Spent by Inhabitants Who are Driven to Hills From
T heir Ruined Homes-Shock Continued Ten Seconds Followed by Rains.

Let Us Return To The Issues.
President of Typographical
Union Indignant Because
Good Faith of Organization
is Being Impugned for Sake
of Politics-Clem Whitte
more Went to Mayfield

John's Hopeful.

Horrible Wound on Side of His
Head
Indicated ‘'iolent
Death, Rut He Evidently Had
Not Been Killed by That
Train. As He Was Cold When
Found

Come, let es us not be led from the main facts of the local campaign.
Jame* P. Smith is a business m n, on whom the responsibility of a
great business was imposed. He has been a faithful steward. He, not
only has maintained it, but he has developed and increased it. He has
heretofore taken no interest in poll-tics. He has no further political amRome, Oct. 24.--Provinces of Calabria, in south Italy, and the east- bitions, Ile owes no debt of gratitude or any sort of obligation to any
ern coast of the Island of Sicily, have been shaken by an earthquake. person or class for his nomination for mayor, because the didn't seek
Many towns are in ruins. Loss of life is reported. Communication is the nomination. He is the creditor of the business men, who induced
interrupted. After a night of terror in the streets, people are fleeing to him to run, to the extent that he makes the sacrifice of personal affairs
the country. Torrential rains folls.wed the quake. The government is to assume the burden of (Mee, if those men perform their obligation to
"I wish to deny in the columns of
P PLUS
o
IIIIATIFV
rushing aid. Property loss Is said to be enormous. Shocks continued ten him, by making his election certain. He is performing a citizen's duty,
HIM
your paper," said Mr. E. M. Willis.
seconds. The worst damage is reported so far at Brancaltone. The town if ever a man did. There is only one personal ground fur his acceptance
prestdent of the Typographical union
is destroyed. Nine persons are known to be burled under the walls. of the nomination, and on that ground he stands beside every property
and a member of the Central Labor
holder iq Paducah-he pays $10 a day taxes. He is, perhaes, the leadEight funded inhabitants are camping on the hills.
Union, "the story going the rounds,
The body of a tramp with hie head/
Two walls of the cathedral atGreece fell, There Is much distress ing Individual taxpayer in Paducah. He has a natural repugnance to
crushed in on o ne side was found
that the Central Labor Union has inseeing the executive depertment of the city fall Mei the hands of tradCatauszarosuffered great damage
anemic 10,000 people.
:eine by the illinuie Central railroad
dorsed the candidacy of Torn Harriing politicians.
tracks a half mile north of Greenson for mayor. It is utterly ridicuMr. Tom Harrison is a politician-nothing more, nothing less. It
ville yesterday aftereocni by the crew
lous, and anyone who knows the provIs his living; it is his ambition. He sought the office, sought it for a
of freight_train, No. 152. which was
ince of the Central Labor Union,
year before the primary. He had keen opposition at the primary. He
stopped on account of a broken au..
wnows that such a quetstion could not
made the race as the candidate of a faction. His candidacy was to dig
Whether the tramp was kaled
be considered by us. We have nothPlace in power In municipal politics the "city bail crowd." as they were
Jumping from the train, or was.nruring to do with politics, and when anycalled-the present administration. In the primary Tom Harrison got a
dered and left by the track, are quesbody says a candidate for public offew more than one-third of all the votes cast, and hundreds of votes
tions bothering railroad and Greettfice has the oMcial indorsement of
fewer than half. Many Democrats did not participate.
ville authorities.
the Central Labor Upton, you may
_
To those, who stood :
,ponsor for his nomination, and to those who Put that statement
Freight train No. 152, northettawn as a falseare working for him, he Is under obligation; because he wanted the
bound, was in charge of
hood. I am not concerned about the
Engineer
Ales.. and he was not chosen on account of his pre-eminent fitness for
Bob McCarty and Conductor Denny
effect of the report on the political
the place, but because his faction proved the stronger, when the candiCarroll,
situation, but I am concerned about
The whip building indestry in Pa- date of another faction vire induced to withdraw in the cloeng days of the good name and good faith of the
St. Louis, Oct. 24.-Sailing to
Papers In his pocket indicate the
the
canvass.
man to be Ed Netherland, and that
windward and return over a course ducah is at present enjoying an era
Central Libor Union, and I do not
All the public promkes and declarations Tom Harrison may make.
he has relatives In California. The
measuring one mile and a half' from of prosperity that is unequalled not
wish tee/ organization abased by bedead man apparently was about 40
start to finish, Lincolm Beachey, of only in the history of the local yards will not change one iota the conditions under which he was nominated, ngyagged iuto politics."
years old, and was dressed rather
Toledo, Ohteie Jeat
eeeewon theedirtgible but _ieltag the Ohio.. New
eeceletis nor will they mitigate one fraction the obligations he is under to that
eearty Tor a TraMITIne-177rep7i3is
Cfrffi-e-irnt. and which-Trromposed- of polballoon, or airship, race, which mark- and precedents are being established factirrir-trich lie Tisrtrsenfri, Don't forget-you may qualify for
pockets contained no coins, and but
ed the close of the St. Louis aeronau- daily by both managers and men and iticians.
'voting Monday, Tuesday and WedStanding as he does, the figure-head of one faction of the Denise'
few papers and such articles as are
tic carnival of 1907.
The prize was all are working in perfect harmony.
nesday. October 28, 29 and 30 by apJOHN D. ROCKEFELLER.carried by "hobos" were found on
$2.004. In his "Beaches airship" a
Today at the Paducah marine ways cratic party, Mr. Harrlson can well say he promises nothing. ThereAs
pearing before the county clerk at
his person, His heed showed a horcigar-shaped affair, propelled by a the largest number of craft ever on nothing for him to promise.
The spoils belong to a faction, eat to
the court house, and swearing that
_
rible woend on one side, and he was
four-cylinder gasoline motor.
. .the win the ways or decks et any ship yard Mr Harrison. He gets all he has sought, when he becomes may. The you were
sick or out of the city on
cold when found.
ner covered the distance in four min- along the Ohio river are upon the office the emoluments, the opportunities, these are all he desiryd. These both registration
days. end so preThe broken axle caused a thorough
ways, there being in all- ten craft out he will have, and if he comports himself satfefactorily, proves iscreet and
utes and forty seconds.
vented from registering. See that
retains the good will of his political supporters by gratify'
wrecking of the one freight car, hut
Jack Dallas, in the "Atrobel air- for repairs.
their de- your
address
is
correct
on your regthe body was found some distance
ship," a sister craft to the Beachey, 'The Wabash and Henry Harley mands, the same faction may have other uses for him in j.he future. But
istration certificate, and make sure
south of the derailment. Had the
won second place, with a time record both large river steamers, are receiv- the patronage of the mayor's office will be exploited
r facaonal pur- you are regietered in the proper pretramp Jumped from the train he
of six minutes and ten seconds, while ing most thorough overnauling, a poses, and the business of the city, expenditure of thp money collected by
cinct. These corrections can be made
might have been killed in alighting,
Capt. Thomas 8. Baldwin, of New new hull being placed under the Har- taxation and public improvements will be conductd as politielans are
by the county clerk any day before
' at hie body would have been warm.
to
conduct
them, when
York, In the "California Arrow," was ley and enough other repairs will be expected
iticians
the
are look- election.
the body is being held pending word
public offices as the well earned fruit of victory, to be enthird, in seven minutes and five sec- made that the boat will not be let off ing at the
farm California.
competitor, the the ways before Thanksgiving. A joyed as conquerors enjoy the pillage of a Yellen city.
onds. A fourth
Whittemore,
Clem
of Frankfort
The derailment caused a delay of
Here's your choice: is it to be the boeineee man or the politician'
"Comet," entered by Charles Bays new stern is being built for the Waand Mayfield, who is managing Dem.
two hours to the fast passenger train
Is It to be the tarpayer and proper/owner, interested in the reducdorfer, of Omaha. Neb., and sailed by bash and other repairs made, so that
amide politics in McCracken county
New York, Oct. 24.--Cortelyou re- No. 101. from Louisville to Memphis.
Horace Wild, did not complete the when she glides off the wry. in a few tion of taxes and the improvement, of, he city; or the representative of
this fall for the state machine, went leased twenty-five million dollars Little damage
a
was caused by the acfaction,
who
knows
first trial of the course, the motor weeks see will look like a new boat
nothing of m ey values and is not personally
to Mayfield yesterday.
from the sub-treasury. and John D (effete.
Interested in the industrial and e9.efimnerciai welfare of the city?
breaking.
"7ther craft that are on Mt ways
Rockefeller announced his int •
I. It the man, who was Ind ed against his personal interests to
Vice President Fairbanks starts on to use his resources toward rest( :
are the U. S. lighthouse tender, John,
make
the
race,
or
the
officeséker
with a horde of place hunters behindi a two days' trip in Kentucky tomorDivine Sarah Interested.
the Annie S. Cooper, four barges, a
confidence.
London, Oct. 24.-Sarah Bern- track barge belonging the the C. E. him, to whom he is indebted for the nomination?
row. His itinerary is: Middlesboro
J. P. Morgan said: "The first two
hardt, who opened a theatrical en- & I. railroad, and the wharfboat
Pineville, Barbourville, Corbin, Lon- hours will tell the tale. We've done
Danyl:le, Oct. 24.--(Special.)gagement here last night, is greatly Dixie from Clarkeville, Tenn.. makdon, Livingston, Berea, Richmond. all we can. I hope for the best.
interested in wireless telegraphy, w- ing one of the largest number of
Winchester. Paris, Lexington. MidThe state is now in charge of two Fire destroyed J. F. Iteld's livery
ing that "the fraternal kiss of Eu- pieces ever upon the ways at the
way, Frankfort, -Shelbyville, Louis- banks. BankerS say the Twelfth stable this morning, burning fifteen
rope and America across space is the same time. A remarkable coincidence
The loss
ville.
Ward bank is solvent, -The Empire horses and forty vehicles
most poetic manifestation of science" with the record is that the old record
City Savings bank took advantage ot I. $20,000.
0. C. Lasher, editor of the Smith- the 60 days notice from depositors.
of nine out at one time made by the
Run on Another Company.
land Banner, was in the city last The Hamilton hank announ( es it is
ship yards, at Mounds was made when
New York, Oct. 23.-That the Capt. Mike Williams, the present
night in conference with Clem Whit- solvent, but Neil remain closed until
,clearing house means to protect its manager-of 'the Paducah ways, was
temore, on campaign matters.
confidence
in u .
is restored. The run on
'banks was shown when the announce manager of the ways at that place.
the Trust Company of America conSmith:and, Ky., Oct. 24.--(Spemeat was made that three banks
cial.)-The
approaching
Conference at Mayfield.
About 1:50 skilled workmen are
weldieg
prominent in the recent upheaval had
was announced here today of el,-s
At Pittsburg.
The Rev. J. W. Blackard, D. D.,
employed at the Paducah ways and
William K.
debit nelances today.
Motion
Judge Reed overruled a
Owensboro, Ky., Oct. 24.-(Spe- presiding elder of the Paducah disPittsburg, Oct. 24.-The Stock ex- David Cowper. daughter of former
the weekly payroll amounts to over
Vanderbilt and other directors of the
this morning in circuit court to set clan-Tobacco growers, who have trict, was in
change didn't open for busine-re to- Sheriff R. B. Cowper, and Mr. Robert
large
Mayfield
last
money
night.
$2:000.
Besides
this
at
were
America
Company
of
Trust
aside a judgment for $5,0 against been tryinF to have buyers withdraw where he held quarterly conference day.
Leseper. of New Liberty, Ill., to take
the bank today, aiding to withstand gums are paid out for supplies and Hugh Boyle for violating the Sab- from Davieas county
fields,
place in the Methodist church Nogained
a
at
the
First
Methodist
Rockefeller
confident.
there.
material,
everything
church
possible
being
the run, which contibues unabated.
New York, Oct. 21.-John D. vemh( r
bought in Paducah. Even the oakum bath. This was a state case demurred victory. The American, Imperial and Dr. Blackard is busy now rounding
Dr. J. Ernest Fox, of Levies, Critused its now supplied by a local deal- to a warrant in a case of Paducah vs. several others her eagreed to call in up the work in his district, as the Rockefeller has taken an active inConnect Prisoner With Fire.
Hugh Boyle for the same offense their men Saturday. They were told annual SASSIOU of the Memphis con- terest in the present financial situa- tenden county, and Miss Grace P(rrecentcarpenters
have
ship
er.
The
Webster City, la., Oct. 2-4.-Damwil be argued. Although the case it must be done at once and they ference will convene in three weeks. tion, and he has arranged ,to !pan sons. a popular young wornan it
aging testimony was broeght out to- ly been granted an increase of Ise
who
went up from the police court, City agreed. Reports from men
very large sums to a number of New Pinckneyville were married at tiee
day against Geo. MacKeown, charged cents a day and, while the ways is
bride's home last night. The bride is
Solicitor James Campbell, Jr., and went into the county showed all but NARROW ESCAPE
financial iristitutions.
York
open
men
plan
shop
the
run
an
upon
$100,04lii
facshoe
with burning a
theister of Circuit Clerk Parsons.
Mr. Campbell Flournoy represented two planters seen were willing to
Rockefeller,
think,"
"I
said
Mr.
contented
feeling
best
of
are
and
IN
the
BOILER
EXPLOSION.
tory. Two witnesses told of seeing
the prosecution, the city attorney tale given up contracts made with the
J. Carroll, a saw mill operator "that the exiting alarm among in
him hurrying towards home in his prevails.
buyers, if the companies would let near Fancy
no
part
Mg
in
the
case.
Farm. Graves county, vestors is not warranted, and I h.;
stocking feet twenty minutes before
them off: The growers' organisation Ky., failed to
heed a timely warning the good common sense of American
the fire. It also was shown that
Hand Caught in Machinery.
called on the companies again and from a defective
boiler and was people will contrui the Mention.
the shoe company took out a large
Mr. T. S. Chase, a mechanic emasked that the contracts be rescinded. hurled fifty feet
by its explosion - "Personally, I have absolute faith
-amount of insurance shortly before ployed at the Paducah Cooperage
No reply has yet been made. Trouble Tuesday afternoon.
The man was In the future of the values of cur
Maxon company's /works in Mechanicsburg.
the fire. Night Watchman
is expected If the companies refuse hurled against a post
Mr. C. L. Dickerson, the liveryman,
and simul- securities and the eimmiree-s of unswore that Harry Coopernal- told him was Injured yesterday afternoon when
Cincinnati, Oct. 24.-Wheat, 102; and growers attempt to deliver the
taneously a portion of the boiler cut derlying conditions.
was
dragged several hineired feet by
to keep still if be knew anything.
caught
in the ma- corn, 65; oats. 52 1a.
his right hantrwas
tobacco.
"Instead of withdrawing any of
off part of the post a few inches
OM.
a runaway horse yesterday afternoon
chinery.
above Carroll's head. Carroll suf- my moneys from the banks. I am co- but
IRISH INDIGNANT.
fortunately received no serious
fered a few bruises, his escape from operating with others in helpieg to injurice,
At Henderson.
though Ile was run over by
that
meet
which
believe
I
firmly
to
Hend€rson. Ky., Oct. 24. (Special.) death being marveions.
Report That Giant's Causeway is
the buggy In wheel he War/ riding.
be only a temporary. crisig. EveryAbout to He Removed.
The runaway occurred
--Complying with a request of the
on
North
one having the good of his country
The body of Mrs, Dora Clark
growers' organization, th. American
at heart should by worst and deed- -Wiellth- gLreist_nbaitt_ _the_ lime _schoal.
Burch,
Chicago
was
who
killed
in
Dublin, Oct. 24.-There is much
and independent tobacco agents here
lend a hand now to re-establish con- dismissed and but for the plucky eflast week, presumably by her husIndignation thronghout the north of
have withdrawn all buyers from the
fidence,
and I propose to do my part fort on the part of Mr. Dickerson in
band, Dawson E. Burch, who then
Washington, Oct. 24.-The war
Ireland at a „statement that a portion
fields for the present.
to the fell extent of my resources.'• holding on to the lines and stopping
committed
will
suicide,
be
sent
to
department announced the following
of the world famed Giant's Causeway
the horse at the peril of his own life,
Money Shipped. to Pittsburg.
Maxon Mills tomorrow. The body
as the exact distances made by leadIs about to be removed to Ameria.
several children might have been rem
Washington,
Oct.
Re
24.-SevC.,
was held pending the inquest, and
THE WEATHER.
The first - consignment, weighing
ing baIlotenists: Pommern. 87‘60le
errel millions of dollars were shipped down by the animal.
was released today. The funeral-will
miles; Isle deFrance, 870% miles;
200 tons, it fa stated, will be shipped
lagt
night from the United States
be
residence
the
held
at
of her
to Philadelphia. These wonderful
America. 735.53 miles; United States, treasury
to Pittsburg banks for the
mother, Mrs. 011ie Shafer, of Maxon
basaltic columns. though in private
625.29
miles.
What was once Paducah's gteatest Mills.
purpose of relieving conditions there
ownership, are regarded as a national
which threaten to develop in a panic
tobacco rehandling plant will be in
AO
possession.
The
of devastating proportions.
Fort Leavenworth, Kas • Oct. 24.Contract for County Plant.
full operation again by November 18.
money was shipped upon the urgent An honor accorded only to'queens in
between
contract
A
Katterjohn
&
HENRY F. DADE DEAD.
The big stemmery at Fifth and Clay
representations of Senator Philander Europe, unprecedented in the United
streets operated for years by the Dalby with the county to install a
Following is the line-up for the C. Knot, who came here yesterday States, was vouchsafed Miss Helen
Aged Citizen of Hendetison Passes Vaughans, but for two years idle, complete lighting and heating plant
Culley-Murray football game at the for the purpose of taking some steps Miller flould today, when, seated on
Away at Ripe Old Age.
as transferred this morning In in the court house and jail, was filed
baseball grounds tomorrow after- looking to the relief of Pittsbure horseback in the renter of the parade
this
afternoon
county
in
court.
It
is
county court by the Imperial Tobacco
financial Institutions.
noon:
grounds, she reviewed 2.000 march$2,495.5e.
for
The
building
is
to he
Henderson, Ky., Oct. 24.-Henry company, through Henderson agents,
Culley's Team-Warren
ing United States army troops.
Sights.
Fitzhugh Dade, aged 71 years, one of to J. A. Robinson, of Louisville, rep- of concrete and will be 14 feet high
captain; Felix St. John, Bob Bowser.
He Is Now A Pharmacist.
The salute was given her by the
the most, respected citizens of Hen- resenting the W. C. Grant & Com- and 25x20 feet. Work is to begin at
Henry
Mr. Roy Bonds, clerk at Jame*, parading troops as though she had
Henneberger, Leo Keller,
once.
derson, died late Tuesday as the re- pany tobacco, firm, deeding the enJohn Brooks, Tom Coburn, Frank Segenfelter's drug store, Ninth and been the president or the commandsult of the second stroke of paralysis. tire property at Fifth and Clay
Donovan, Guy Martin, Brooks Holli- TetroesSee streets, successfully passed ant of the department of the west
Battery Case Settled.
He wig a native of West Moreland streets, fully a half Mock, for the
day, John Donovan. Zack Hayes, ireeent state board examinations and
It was In recognition of Mtge
Hopkinsville, Ky., Oct. 23.--In the
county, Virginia, and came to Hen- consideration of $10,000. Work on
George Harter, George Ruoff, Dot is now a registered pharmacist.
Oould's munificence in providing a
gult
of
Mercer
S.
C.
against elle eon
derson in 1873. He served as stac the building has been in progress for
Hayes.
$50,000 Young Men's Christian assoofficer of General W. P. F. Lee in the some time. A new roof is being put Prentice Mercer, and his eon:In-taw
Murray Team-Prof. Tom RanBubonic Plague at Seat(le.
ciation building for the soldier§ of
elonfeetettagerirriaa far fOt/1* years with on and other repairs being made. Dr. F', P. Thornier', for $25,0114) for aldolph. manager; Gaston Pool. capWashington, I) C.. Oct. 24.-Ad- the reservation that every man from
distinction. He was in the hardware The Louisville firm will buy and re- leged. assault and battery, the jury
tain; Carlyle Cuteheotts, Willie Shel- vices received today from Dr. White Brig.-Oen. Hall down to the greenest
Matinees bore until two plate Ago handle all grades Of tobacco, to be yellterday returned 4 verdict whiz))
ton, Herbert Borten, Clifford Mohr- the medical officer of the public mad most awkward squadder donned
when he retired. He Is survived by shipped to foreign ports. It is esti- dismissed entirely the charge, so far
gin,
Herman
Duiguid. Herbert health and marine hospital service at his finest trappings and deployed.
a wife, four sons and one daughter. mated that the plant will be in opera- as Dr. Thomas( was concerned, ance
Fair tonight 8114, Friday_ Warmer Broach, Will Young. Charles Craw- Seattle, Wash., indicate that a fatal fired volleys,
double-quicked. then
The funeral was this afternoon, being tion by November 18. The Louisville asseseed damages against Prentice tonight. Highest tcintwraturv yesford, Harold Schroeder, Dats Cook, case of bubonic plague has been dis- marched on again tO the strains of
conducted by confederate veterans.
hieraer In Use sum of fild0.
firm ts an independent one.
terday, 76; loweet today, 48.
Elmo Hay.
the band under the colors.
covered In the Chinese quarter.

1
BEACHEY WINNER 1LARGEST NUMBER
OF CIGAR SHAPED OF BOATS ON WAYS
BALLOON CONTEST EVER IN HISTORY

-1--

MILLIONS AVAIL
TO PREVENT PANIC
OF MONEY MARKET

MANY HORSES BURN,

HUGH BOYLE CASE COMPANIES MUST
IS BEING ARGUED GIVE CONTRACTS
THIS AFTERNOON' BACK TO GROWERS

LIVINGSTON BRIDES.

HEROICALLY CLINGS
TO LINES OF RUNAWAY.

Grain Market.
END OF TRAGEDY.

TOBACCO PLANT
WILL BE STARTED
UP AFTER YEARS

BALLOON DISTANCES.

HONOR HELEN GOULD.

TOMORROW'S GAME.

I

e
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MURDER MYSTERY

EVERY ONE ADMIRES
an
the tailor-made man. If he has
the
him
about
style
of
sblience
artistic tailor gives it to him.
want to look like a
you
When
gentleman and a man of good taste
let us make you a Prince Albert or
cutaway suit, or an evening dress
suit or overcoat, and you will know
that no man in Paducah is in better
style or better dress than you are.

T

•

SOLVED IN FAR AWAY CHINA
AFTER MONTHS.

Seidler of Fortune Guilty of Committing the freenious Trunk
•

4
H. M. DALTON.
With Warren, the jeweler.

Denver, Col., Oct. 24.—The mystery of the murder in China of Gertrude Dayton, the actress and opera
singer, has been solved. After almost
three months of anzioue inquiry her
brother, J. F. McKelvy, a Denver.
Lheatrieal manager has learned the
details of the killing. This morning
he received from the American cone at Hangkong a full account of
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
e crime. Almost positive evidence
.s been secured that H. Adsetts, the
and Washington Streets.
iuerican soldier of fortune, was the
Ayer.
ge.
Warehouse for Stora
Gertrude Dayton was reurdered in
r room at the Hongkong hotel on
Both Phones 499.
night of August 3, just after she
1.ad arrived on her way home from
Mauna. The murderer not only stabher, but strangled, her with a
bed
in the ewe of trees& efteditieuse.
FINE FOR DELAY IS $500,000.
of her own clothing. The body
part
i There is only one short electric Ilse
was taken from the hotel the next
been
only
'has
it
and
n
Weetinghou.e Conipany Will Appeal .n operatio
day in a trunk and loaded on board
:unning a few weeks. The company
Came Against St. Petri-hum
the steamer Monteagle, where it was
has announced its intention of *9found three days later. The British
pealin the case
officers at Hongkoug asse.'t they have
St. Petersburg, Oct. 24 —The muim
has
ve evidence against Adsetts
conclusi
urg
Petersb
St.
nicipality of
Joseph Doctorovitz. a teacher of
Blood stains were found upon the
losed fines aggregating 9500.000 on
Hebrew and a student of old Jewish mattress of the bed and also on a
the Westinghouse Electric company
inetitutions. has put on exhibition in tea table cover near the 'ued. Nothfor its failure to complete the conNew York a complete reproduction of ing was found of the large amount.bf
struction of the street railway lines
Temple of Jerusalem. It is 15 valuable jewelry which the girl carthe
the
of
one
of this city. Although
foot
money
square and Includes the several ried, nor of the positoffice
Peters
iarge cities of the werld. St.
es of the priests.
to have
known
its
was
she
of
d
which
orders
n.
the
is
burg
wee
Purchased before she left Manila
Neither was there any trace of the
body when the chief detective at
liongkong learned that on August 4
la man was seen taking a trunk from
the hotel aided by two coolies from
outside the hotel.
Mrs. J. C. Whiteford, a friend of
the murdered girl, on August 9 arre ed at Hongkong from Manila
Aided by Mrs. Whitford, the officers
ng decided that the deat
_ Hongko
streeseettetrtereirdirrotrr-letrust.tia d
been a sergeant in the legation guard
at Pekin.
Adsetts was traced to Chefoo and
the
by
there taken into custody
OPULAR prices, these, and
n consul general. Later he
America
the shoes are proving exwas turned over to the British authorities.
ceedingly popular, too. Men
In his possession were found
like snappy, y e t comfortable,
fifteen postoffice money orders for
$104 each and payable to Mrs. H
lasts and they like our idea of
litipfer. This is Margate t Hupfer of
better
giving them just a little
Youngstown. Ohio, a sister of Miss
they
than
Adsetts also had a large
$5
or
Dayton.
$3.50
for
shoe
amount of jewelry' In he possession,
.
money
the
for
can get elsewhere
a part of which has been identified as
belonging to Miss Dayton. A list of
There are any number of men in
this jewelry is given in the leter
inbe
't
couldn
who
Paducah
from the state department. Mr. MCKelvey recognized the description of
duced to go any place else for
to
a brooch which he himself sent
their shoes because they can al,
his sister last Christmas.

City Transfer Co.

P

Lendler
Balk Phones 675

Lydon
309 Brasilia!

We Carry the Union Store Card.

ATTENTION MOTHERS
We Have Something Good for the
Babies. Mr. Farrell, manager of the
Kozy Theatre, has decided to have a

BABY CONTEST
popular baby in Paducah
To decide who has the most
to the lucky winners.
prizes
four
Mr. Lewis ss Ill give
medal, value 815.00.
Prise No. 1.—Handsome solid gold
Prize No. 2.—A ten-dollar gold piece.
Prize No. 3.—A five-dollar gold piece.
Prize No. 1.—Two and a half dollars in gold.
can enter this contest.
All babies under three y••ars of age
be only 5 cents, will entitle
Every ticket of admission, which will
counted every morning and
the purchaser to oise vote. Votes will be
the number of votes each
published in the daily. papers showing
made with McFadden's
baby has every day. Arangements have been
test will be photographed
this'con
entering
babies
al
whereby
Stndlo,
be shown on the curtain
free of cost, and an extra large picture will
the acos, of each
between
ance
perform
every
Theatre
Kozy
of the
contest
the
baby entering
this grand contest
Mothers wishing to enter their babies in
photographed, free
baby
the
have
and
n's
McFadde
must first go to
address.
and
name
your
and
of charge, leave name of baby
baby. Voting
your
enter
to
which
k You have only a few days In
continue for only ten days.
will begin Monday, November 4th. and
until tomorrow, as it
so go to Meradden's 'today. - Don't put U...off
may be too late to get a good sitting.
ehas an equal
Remember. at costs you nothing and every baby
chance to win.

•

fall than all
—more Buck's stoves and ranges have e.eri sold in this city this
"there is a reason"—they have so many distinct adother makes combined.
rn-iFit- we and the tharititatturers- have had enough
vantages and art_so
your home
faith in them to send hundreds out on approval. --let us s'end one to

Our $3.50 and $5.00

ways find their sizes here in a
satisfying variety of shape s.
Made of real leather, too, so that
you get your money's worth of
wear. This kind of patronage is
the best guarantee a new customer could have.

the gumarld approves
e greed money-saver--sent on approval

THEATRICAL NOTES.

today.
•

- this is the last week of the great approval sale
the arrangements with the manufacturers under
which the offer is made terminates this week--don't
miss this chance let us send you a stove today.

"What Women Will Do."
The play "What Women Will Do,'
which is now playing cities In the Central and eastern states, will be the
attraction at the Kentucky on Frid.ay, —we will put on sale many real
Octbber 25. The play is a new sens this morning
sational melo-drama from the pen of furniture bargain
the well knewn and clever playwright
Harry Jackson. The cast is large and
every part in the hands of a compeshipA
remarkable
tent artist.
wreck scene, with a life-size boat
turned up side down in full sight of
wonderfel death
the audience, a
struggle and leap for life, an amazSIDE SCHOOL HOUSE WILL
ing life boat scene to the timely res- SOUTH
FINISHED TOMORROW.
BE
us
efmarvelo
the
cue, are some of
fects introduced in the piece, which
keep the people in a state bf wonder
and bewilderment. A clever story of Contractor Weikel Will Turn North
Jove, eensation and adventure inter'Side Building Over to Plumspersed with clean, clever and wholebers Sees..
some comedy, make this production

1.00 a week pays for any Buck's
I stove or range sent on approval.

$

4

ng to Mrs. Ed Kil.
[known as the Establishment Central l bacco barn belongi
non and operation.
d, was destroyed
Ringgol
near
brew,
ation
Mill-ils
du Materiel de l'Aerost
In France there is no actual school taire, at Chalais-Meudon, midway!by fire. It contained about 3"U
ror training misonaute in which a heti-teen Paris and Versailles. It has' pounds of fine tobacco, which was all
definite course is pursued. Accord- been in existence nearly 100 years. burned. At the same time an unocing to the American Magazine of and is divided into two general de-ecnpled cabin about 20.0 yards distant
Aeronaulics such practice and in- partments. There Is no definite; was burned. The crop was raised by
-fiction in aerostation as is offered course of instruction. It is th
Ate
e thaLat,a cropper named Frank Smith, but
itrh
we
is provided by the clubs and by the Col. Renard twenty-three years ago'
purl airs. Killebrew had recently
the
with
ion
government in connect
built and experimented
chased his interest. It was undoubtmilitary service.
France, the first dirigible balloon.— edly the work of an incendiary.
In pads there are four important New York Sun.
aeronautical societies or ballooning
He who should teach men to the
clubs, and five similar -organizations
Tobacco Barn Burned.
%Auld at the same time teach them
elsewhere in titmice. These clubs
Clarksville, Tenn., Oct. 23.--A to- how to live.
were creafed cRF the promotion ana
as
sport
a
preetice of ballooning as
Almost Solid for Association.
ex- Only One ''BROMO QUININE," that is
Hopkineville. Ky.. Oct. 23—At the
Contractor William Lockwood ex- well as of scientific study and
On every
young
of
these
the
some
on
In
t.
nerimen
Chriscontract
of
the
regular monthly meeting
Laxative Bromo Quinine
pects to finish his
25c
.
oebox.
g
PIPt
training
0
l
/7
practica
given
school
are
men
t len- county executive committee of Twelfth and Jackson street
tion Ceres? Cold in One Day. Grt. in 2 Days
he Heaters' Protective association house tomorrow. Plumbers and steam taught the theory and construc
proper
which was held, here yesterday, the heating contractors will take charge and use of balloons, their
reports made showed that before the lot the building when Mr. Lockwood care and navigation.
If the students acquire a certain
srdtorned it over to the school
books of the organization closed on
proficiency and pass a prescribed exOctober 10 *Korea of farmers had board,
on they are permitted when
joined and that now the county was
Contractor George Weikel, who Is aminati
alinost solid for the association. See- blinding a school house on North drawn for military service to enter'
eral additional prizing Contracts and Twelfth street, will have his part of the Bette-ID:in d'Aenestiers, estab-1
in the Zoological Garden lo-1
'one stbrage contract were granted.
the contract completed within two 'tithed
eated between Versailles and St. Cyr.
weekii, he believes.
The post Is under the control of ea
THISTLES AND DANDRUFF.
commandant and the men are taught
AN AIRSHIP SCHOOL.
and practice the handling and care of
An Interesting Parallel and a l'aluthe government balloons, of which
able Deduction Therefrom,
there are several or a capacity of
Germany Has Opened One With TutCBS than 900 cubic meters.
1.19—a Year.
floe at._$
Cutting down thistles no more reThe second and more' Important
lieves the land of thistle, than does
institution of this kind in France Is
scouring the scalp cure dandruff. In
On May 1, 1907, a school was
each case permanent relief can only opened at Chemnitz for tleoredical
Great Barlow
come front eradicating permanently and practical training In the conup
the
that
plows
A
germ
:he cause.
struction end management of airscalp in searching for the hair root ships. The director, Herr Paul SpleOctober
wher it saps the vitality, causes dan- gel, is a man of exceptional ability
. You all know them—a housen's Coughs
Childre
If
.
every
baldness
and
in
hair
druff, falling
hold word.
and of broad experience
and r,Ids caw.,Coo littler:nos
11 ith
suhorine.
t n i phase of
you kill that germ, you'll have -balloon constructioe and
Absolutely guaranteeing "your money's
Vt riso's Cur- in the house
dandruff but a luxuriant suit of hair, I management. He has made over 600
motions colds ran !w. prevent. tit
worth or your money back."
ed and sp,,dy tell, I afforded.
Newbro's Herpleide is the only hairlaseents.
th,• I:1w and frve
Everything new this season, presenting
Pbrislns
cures
that
preparation in the world
from ,,pisfes and harmful is
The tuition for a year's course has
the most elaborate, apectacular electric
firedients. Pies: Cure is the
dandruff and falling hair by killing :ren fixed at $149. payable in monthNJ one remerlf hv which all dam
first part setting ever known 10 minbe
gm.from conghs. colds bren•
the germ. "Oeetroy the cause, you
Installments. Examination w4111
New maga, sweet singers.
strelsy.
obitis and c••••!Nitretinns
13
April
leading
by
Sold
course.
remove the effect."
held at the close of the
be
Averted
Can
will
ncy
Prises 25c, 35e. 5flo and 75c.
druggists. Two sizes. 50c and $8 30, and cartifleates of proficie
trainThe
es.
graduat
Send 10c in stamps for 'ample to
Serail on sale Tuesday 9 11. m.
An all white company.
w . be giveli the confined almost excluThe Heepicide Co., Detroit, Mich.
will be
eB. McPherson, Special Agent.
'elvely to the field of balloon constru
,
1
t
- - 1
lesa 'ees•
.
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LIFE SENTENCE

BROKEN
I\ BALLOON BACF,S GIVEN THE MURDI•AtElt OF EDTHAT ENDED YESTERDAY.
WARD
'
,ANNAN.
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The Cheapest Stove to Use Because It
Saves All Wasted With Other Stoves

-4Q
Germauy Take* First Memel. Prize, Charles Itaelusel Sentenced hy Jury in
With France Second-Americo
Pope Cotbst,y, Illinois Circuit
Fourth slid Fifth.
Court.

For Hard Coal, Soft Coal or Lignite

The waste of gas in burning hard coal is shown by opening the magazine
cover of an ordinary
base burner, when the oxygen supplied fills the entire stove with
flaming gas. Cole's Hot Blast
stove burns this gas in hard coal which, in ordinary stoves, escapes, on account
of their leaky eon
struction, causing-great waste and endangering health and life when it escapes
into the rootis.
In the ordinary magazine hard coal stove, three-fourths of the coal is partially
consumed in the
magazine, where it gives off no heat, as it is not in contact with the radiating
surface. The onefourth of the coal in the fire pot must be kept at a white heat combustion to
throw the heab into the
rooms, thus causing great waste.

St. Louie, Oct. 24.-Proclaimed as
Charles Rachael, colored, 25 years
the most remarkable ballooning con- old, was Tuesday sentenced to life
test in the history of he world's imprisonment in Pope county, Ill..
aeronautics tu which every racing circuit court for the murder of Edrecord was broken, the second inter- ward Lannan, mate on the steamer
national cup competition, which Joe Fowler, on December 26, 1904
started from here Monday last, ended The trial was short and the
jury was
yesterday with Germany accorded the out but a short time.
winning laurels. The finish of the
Rachaet was a cabin boy employed
race was the closest and most excit- on the Fowler. At New
Liberty, Ill.,
ing the followers of the sport have just this side of Golconda,
Barbeei
ever known, the victorious German was shoved off the stage plank
by
balloon Pommern, which landed at Lannert to enable passengers
to get
Copyright, leoe
Asbarn Park this morning having on sad off the boat
The act enraged
been slightly more than live miles the negro who waited
until the boat
The combustion chamber and the magazine are combined in this
521>
77,5ee
eee,
4-to the advantage of the French Con- started
/
•
"
to pull out, and as Lannan
N Y.
stove and the Combustion is Perfect. The stove is filled to
testant, Isle
Franee, second In stepped on the stage plank,
five pistol
the top of the inside cast iron lining. This large body of hard
the race, which descended during the
shots rang out, and I.annan fell to
coal
is burned under perfect control by means of the absoafternoon at Herbertsville. N. J., a the stage mortal))
sounded in the
lutely air-tight construction of the stove giving perfect confew miles from the Atlantic coast,
back. He was brought to Riverside
trol over the drafts. The coal is kept at a slow, economical
and slightly ;northwest of the preshospital but lived but a few hours
cherry red combustion and as the heat is in direct contact
ent Mt. Pleasant. Another German
Rachael escaped and was five weeks
with every square inch of the sensitive steel radiating surballoon, the Dusseldorf, stands third
eeptured near Carbondale. III,
face, all the heat is radiated into the room where it is wanted
In the race. The American entries
are fourth and fifth. The third Gerand not blanketed in and sent up the chimney. Hard coal
at Cherry Red Combustion burns 48 hours, while at
man team is sixth, a French team ASKS $10,000 POR HER BEAUTY.
white
seventh. American eighth and Engheat it is consumed in from 2 to 5 hours.
Notre
Dame
Girl SW.% Men Who Dislish ninth. The unofficial estimated
figured Her By Shooting.
air line of the Pommern is 8S0 miles
ante that the Isle De Prance Is 805.
Notre Dame. Ind.. Oct. 24.---Lue)
We Ouarantee-Cok's Original Not Blast to use less
The Dusseldorf. third, landed near
hard coal for heating a given space than any base burner
Dover, Del., Is estimatedto have coy- Bennett, through her next friend, her
with the same heating surface.
eeed 790 miles. The official measure- mother, today filed suit against Jements will be oomputed at the geo- rome Lilian. a saloon keeper, for
Requires attention only morning and night with hard
logical purvey of the United States $10.000 damages.. eelian is charge.:
coal. Warm rooms day and night. No escaping gases to
with disfiguring the girl by shooting
government at Washington.
endanger life.
The heat wasted up the chimney
blank cartridges at her face because
with other stoves is saved.
Only the proximity of the Atlantic
she refused to dance nude for him
44tia
ocean stamped the wonderful flight
and his friends. lie is a:so being
of the Pommern. The balloon could
criminally prosecuted.
•
have remained in the air many hour%
Cole's Hot Blast is not only a perfect hard coal
149-fe
Sto/j1‘t
longer and undoubtedly would have
Accident Cause,. His Death.
store, but is generally recognized as the most economadded several hundred miles to her
ical and cleanest soft coal stove made. Soft coal is half
San Francisco. Oct. 23.-William
record but for the expanse of water
A. Forge), a professional strikegas and a $3.00 ton of soft coal or a $2.o0 ton of slack
ahead.
is made to do the work of $9.00 worth of hard coal, as •
While losing the distance record breaker, and survivor of a half
and possession of the cup the French dozen serious wounds, received in
the gas half is utilized as ajpeatiaroducer. It hurns_soft
0/4 //Anil/AC
Teetn-serTng -the - • isle be France lets-en every parr'& the -Trifled
coal; hid coal or wood without any change of fixtures.
gained the honor of the world's rec- states, died yesterdae at St. Francis
Shows Stove
ord for duration of flight. Starting hospital, where he had been taken,
Kornis'
the
victim
of
accidental
an
discharge
. from here at 4:10
11.4112U COAL
m. eastern time,
Cole's Original Hot Blast has an absolutely air-tight and
making their time in the air justati of his own revolver, which sent the
gas tight construction throughout, by reason of its numerous
"
en'h bullet Into his body.
hours. The previous record was 41
patented improvements. The patented Hot Blast draft savee the gas. A
patented steel collar connects the elbow
hours and 5 minutes, held by Coun,
draft to the stove body end cannot be made to leak air by action of the
fiercest heat. The patented compound hinge on
Big Fire in TI*11121...4.4. Town.
De La Vauled, of France.
the ash door cannot warp and the door closes air-tight by its own weight.
The heavy lire box protects the feints.
Fulton, Ky.. Oct. 211.-Dukedom.
where other stoves burn out first. The guaranteed smoke-proof feed
The record of the international
door prevents onoke eeot or dust from escapim
into the room when fuel is put into the stove. Perfect cleanliness,
race set by the balloon United States Tenn e was visited by a disastrous
therefore, from soft coal.
I CAUTION. Like re"; oriertud improvements, Cole's Original liet
in a flight from Paris last year Was fire, which came near wiping the town
Blast has many imitations. They are
features, became they do not !Isere the above patented features. The
words Cole's Not Blast from Chicagt "
422 miles. This was more than off the map. Those who suffered
will be found on the feed door of every Cola's liot Blast.
None genuauc without it.
doubled by the Pommern and the losses were as follows: Robert TayFrench balloon, welch threatened lor, -cafe, $1.200; Jim Welch. buildthe winner. In fact ,but one of the ing, $500; H. V. Parish, dry goods
nine contestants in this year's race stock, $3,000. Partly covered by infailed to exceed the 1906 record. surance. The fire was of unknown
The result of the race ended toda). orleto, and first discovered in Taythe first of Its character ever held In lor's 'kith..
this country, has qnalified the Unite°
States in the °pigeon of all ballooning experts gathered here as the
most favorable aeronautic ground in
"She was the most marvelous wo- the world. Every detail of the rac•
CHADWICK BOOKS FORGED.
man who ever wrecked a bank, in m) was managed with consummate FO,
Fortune to Credit of Notorious Swim estimation, and this I found out and many regrets were expo-when I went after the evidence."
that the rare of the next year c,
dice Does Not Exist
Contrary to expectations no fur- not be fought out over the same ,.
ther steps were taken to have the ritory. Germany having won ;
Pittsburg. Oct. 24.-Bank Exami- deposition of Mrs. Chadwick made session
of the silver trophy presen
Telephone
It's a safer
ner Charles Starek, el% investigateu public.
quicker messenger than a
by James Gordon Bennett. the r
the Chadwick case for the departhey
or girl.;
next year will be in the home of
-ment of justice said today, regarding
MOVE FOR UNION OF citilluDigts a4s presence might do more harm waukeans at Denver by the grand
German Aero club. Final posses,.
NEW ARBITRATION PLAN.
Telephon
e-We
cab
get
the
the pass books found by the referee
than good, as he had been in the jury for coal lands tomes, appeared
of the trophy rests with the clue
medicine or goods to you
in bankruptcy at Cleveland: "I have
Steamship (' parries Want Immedi- which wins It three times. The balEvanitelicre A eeeriation Meeting in midst of the fight twenty years ago before Commissioner Woodgood toquicker than your boy could
no doubt that the pass book in queswhen the two churches separated. day. The attorneys for the governcome to 118.
loon "United States." which finished
Milwaukee Appoints Committee.
ate Answer From Strikers.
tion was a forgery, as were others
The conference, however, decided ment and the defense, by stipulation.
eighth in this year's contest was the
Telephon
e-It
saves
waits,
New
Orloane,
Oct,
2i.-A proposal winner
which Mrs. Chadwick had in her posin 1906, gaining a leg on th•
agreed that the testimony taken In
Milwaukee, Oct. 24.--The Evan, not to accede to his request.
trouble and expense. Try It.
ses.sioq and which she used to hoed to settle the levee strike by' arbitra- up for the Aero deb
of America, the
While the primary object of the the other cases should be offered in
teal ageociat,on
conference trok
gel
secure credit and the confidence of tion, with the arbitrators selected in newest recruit In
the Aeronatele
the first seep today looking toward a committee is to bang about a union thls case. which was then postponed
Our Telephone No. is
those with whom she was doing busi- advance, was made today by New Or- Confederation
of the World.
!lion with other denominations by with the l'nited Evangelical church until next Friday. The defendants,
ness. In some iestances all the en- leans steamship agentg. A reply from from possession of
the cup the i;
-.pointing
a committee of sixteen to It has the power to treat with similar claim that they ought to be tried
tries in the pass books were forgeries representatives of the 1e,o0e) strikers mans won a cash prize
of $2,
BiliSTOnsTf'om any other religinus srlw- *here The erTme, If-any,' was
r.fer with a similiFecommittee from
iic)th
While in others the original entry was demanded before totncrrow night offered
Phones
by Mr. Bennett.
e United Evangelical church with a body. It is thought that a federation commute&
. _.
woiled be changed. In some cases of This arbitration offer differs only in
oew to a consolidation of the ewo can he brought about with Methodist.
New York banks I found that the respect to choosing the board beforeMrs. Russell Sage has made pubbodies. The committee consists of Baptist or Presb)terian churches,
It is rumored in Copenhagen that
original entry was $200 and this had hand from previous arbitration pro- lic gifts amounting to over
$13,01/0.the bishops. seven clergymen and five whereby they can work together on the Princests Thyra, second daughter
been raised to $200,000. This sys- posals rejected by the men.
000 within the past year. Incluceing
missionary
and
educational lines.
laymen,
of King Frederick", is betrothed to
Drug Store
tem of raising deposits in pass books
the $10,00),0H)0 for the Sage foundaBishop Bowman asked to be left
The case of II. M. Benjamin, who Prince Adalbered third son of the
was tarried 6n in many cases
The Itrenins Son- ine- a weak.
tion.
off ti-c committee on the ground that was indicted with nine other Mil- kaiser.

Cole's Original
Hot Blast

hometovelt.--fultniluve) eihe e(othinfl wecets
out.
you wort? eaAe q the neighBas
do eome) 1fyou have just fitted out
ihe house w_ith nee new things,
you? when you steal- to (ode
caounct you
aJ, 4.00n,
you eome to
stolte geeause
412.0 to-de_alee that
ijot s&-tvg togelha) gut shonyty
and handsomeei made.
so why not eome shaiiht to u,s•
at the deginninf
you)ts hay) •
tketS.
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Sold Under a Positive Guarantee

Burns Any Fuel-Saves Half

Scientific Construction

Sold Only By

Children Can't
Always Remember'
•

Cash or
Credit

,

=

c, ,„ 04muite,r t Sy. Cash or
Credit

1

Furniture, Carpets, Stoves and Ranges

McPHERSON'S

)

'HARBOUR'S 38th FRIDAY BARGAIN SALE
Great Friday Bargains Tomorrow
Friday Millinery.
A great sale of elegant millinery.
Every day our millinery prices
mean a !sang. but some very extra
special price-saving may be had here
tomorrow.
Drees Goods.
A new stock of the much-wanted
new leather brown Panarnas would
be cheap enatig,h at 65c. On sale
here tomorrow for 49c a yard.
Some fancy $1.00 specials tomorrow at 67.e.
Shofl Lengths Deese Goods.
21
/
2 to 5 yards in a piece' some
half and some a third off.
Some yard wide $1.25 black taffeta silk specials tomorrow at- 96c a
yard.
Some 65c beaded belts tomorrow
49c
Some $1.00 Leather Purses tumorroe 67c.

Some 10e Domest Flannelettes In
dark styles at calico prices.
At 19c tomorrow girls' 25c Jersey
ribbed Union Suits for 19c.
At 24c Boys' heavy fleeced Undershirts and Drawers.
At 46c Women's extra line quality
of Jersey ribbed good fleeced Fort aria
Pants, a good 65c quality at 46e.
At 47c tomorrow Men's heavy
fleeced Shirt& and Drawers.
At 24c tomorrow
Men's Jersey
ribbed fleeced. Undershirts and Drawers.
sAt •75c tomorrow Men's $1.00
Leather Gloves.
At 39c tomorrow
Men's 50e
Leather Gloves.
At 98c tomerrow
$1.25 cotton
Bed Blankets.
At $2.95 toloorrow ten-querter
wool Bed Blankets.
At Sc a roll tomorrow some white
Cotton Batting.

At 13c a pair tomtit-rem some extra
heavy boys' ribbed Hose.
Women's Skirts.
At 08e tomorrow; were $2.00.
At $1.95 tomorrow; were $3.50.
At $2.50 tomorrow; were $5.00
and up.
,
At $4.75 tomorrow; were $6.00
and up.
At $5.00 tomorrow; were $5.00
andenp.
Women's Coat Suits.
At $5.00 tomorrow; were $10 and
up.
At $16.50 tomorrow; were $20 and
up.
Women's Coats.
At $5.00 tomorrow;
were $10
and up.
At $3.95 tomorrow; were 86.06
and up.
ChU414e'n
At $1.95 tomorrow; ivefe $2.50.
At $2.50 tomorrow; were $3.00.

At $2.75 tomorrow; were $3.50.
At $3.00 tomorrow; were $4.00.
At $3.50 tomorrow; were $4.50. .
Clothing Department--Boys' Knee
Pant Suits. ,
At $1.00 tomorrow; ought to
bring $1.50.
At $1.50 tomorrow; ought to bring
$2.00.
At $2.00 tomorrow; ought to bring
$2.75.
At $2.50 tomorrow; ought to bring
$3.25.
At $3.00 tomorrow; ought to bring
$4.00.
At $3.50 tomorrow; ought to bring
$5.00.
At $4.00 tomorrow; ought to bring
$5.75.
At $4.50 tomorrow; ought to bring
$6.00.
Men's Snits,
At $3.95 tomorrow; ought to bring
15.00.

At $5.50 tomorrow; ought to bring
$7.50.
At $7.50 tomorrow; ought to bring
$10.00.
At $9.75 tomorrow; ought to bring
$1Z.75..
At $12.50 tomorrow;
bring $16.50.
At $15.00 tomorrow;
bring $22.50.

ought to
ought to

Carpet Department.
At $11.50; Drugget that ought to
bring $15.00.
At 48c; wool Ingrain Carpets that
ought to bring 60c.
At The; Velvet Carpets that ought
to bring $1.00 a yard.
At 28e; Floor Oil Cloth that ought
to bring 35e a yard.
Grocery Department.
20 the. light brown Sugar for $1.00
le lbs. Granulated Sugar for $1.00.

8 bars Star Soap for 25c.
Picnic Hams, per goun.d, 10c.
Irish Potatoes, per peek, 22c.
Red Onionseeeasepeek. 25c. e
2 lb. can Tomatoes for 10c.
2 cans Our Pride Cream for 15c.
1 can Silver Cow Cream for Sc.
1 lb. Shredded Coaeoanut for 20e.
1 gal. Pure Apple Vinegar for 25c.
I gal. Coal Oil for 12c.
Fresh Eggs, per dozen. 20c.
Nice Cream Cheese, per pound, 20c,
Ever Krisp Biscuit, per pkg., Sc,
Quaker Puffed Rice, per pkg., Slc.
Our Pride ()oats, per pkg., 9c.
Egg-O-See. per pkg., 9c.
Toasted Corn Flakes, per pkg., 8c.
n pkgs. Cerealine for 23c.
24 lb. bag Omega Flour for 80e.
24 lb. bag Purity Flour for 75c.
24 lb. bag Dupont's Best Flour
for 65e.
.110,-11mr

Harbour's Department Store -0

North Third Street
JUST OFF BROADWAY

•

into rzcinalftn._
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qualification for voter's, by maks
;11x: Vabucab %Lill. erty
iug it essential that all back taxes'

%4;Ufir
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ECZEMA ONI,1
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'
1 ' IGOV. BECKHAM'S
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Furnishing
the Cbureh
a large attendance was preemie The
;program presented was a vet y taking
one. Both mmeared in leeks:oh iii-e
Adr1
.
1
.
11.
year for the efrurch.- Th. o eill ate
I pear in Mayfield tomorroe
eht for
liallance•litttttter.
lii liankruptty.
t Referee E. W. Rugby thte morning
The mnrringe of Miss Mary Etta'the C. W. B. M.
Ballance. of Hard Money, to Mr. J.1
!began hearing evidence in the South.
,eru peanut company case, and con Hartnuiti-Hovecamp,
Cannon Bonner, of this city, took
place this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock I
Mr. Andy Hovecamp, tof this city tinued it over until tomorrow morn at the home of the bride. The Rev. and Miss Maggie Hartman. of Mag- lag at 9 o'clock Ceediturs are at Calvin M. Thompson. of Padusah inolia, Miss., were married Wednesday tempting to force the firm into bane
performed the ceremony. It was a afternoon at 3 o'clock by the Rev •ruptcy.
pretty home wedding, marked by the Father H. W. Jansen, and hit at 6! A third divident of 10 per cent wreutmost quiet and simplicity. Only'o'cloek for Mississippi. Mr. Hove-declared this morning in the estat•
the immediate family was present leamp is a a;e11 known business man of E. Itehkopf, bankrupt.
The bride, who is a striking brunette land hire bride is a prominent- young'
One lot containing six beautiful., patterns, velvet
looked very handeome in a prettY l woman of Magnolia. They will reIn Circuit Court.
costume of brown silk voile. Sht ;turn to Paducah to reside in two
Two suits were filed in circui•
ruvs one yard wide, two yards long, worth $3.75 at the
carried bride roses and wore q plc- weeks.
:court today as follows:
very special price of
ture hat in contrasting shades of'
I Hyattsville
Brewing associatior
We say and guarantee
brown. There were no attendants.
Mrs. W. C. Eubanks. who has been against 0. C. Fitter. W. T. Alexand, •
Mr. and Mrs. Bonner will leave this'quite 111 for ten days and was recent- C. B. Miller and C. E. Elienwood
that no soot will be inn
evening at 6 o'clock for the soeihily taken to the Riverside hospital, is for $425.61 alleged to be due on a
the stove or pipe after
They will be at home after Novern •steadily improving, her man friendenote. Enforcement of a lien is asked.
the en tire winter's
ber I at 1601 Madison street.
Amanda Faulkner against %Vill
' will be glad to learn.
work.
The bride is the talented and at-! Miss Minnie Ratcliffe left last night'Faulkner, for divorce. They were
tractive daughter of the Rev, and-to visit friends in upper Kemucky. !married in 1904 and separated in
Mrs. J. H. Ballance and has a wile: Mrs. George Langstaff, Jr
went 1906. Abandonment is aleged.
circle of friends in the county aun to Louisville last night to tisit Miss 1
A judgment fur divorce was filed
.•44
,
4.44.1
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Paducah. Mr. Bonner is a popular Lucy
this afternoon in the case of Forteou,
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. tph
. illies. of ilacktieburg,'Eked against Rosa Boyd.
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Deeds Filed.
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Woman's (lub.
o this morning enioute to his home Weil. property on South 'Fourt
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Our line is complete in
Mrs. Louis M. Rieke, ercsid. nit of
--For Dr. Pendley ring 416
street, $24o.
from Brookport.
sires,
the Alumni assmiation, desires to:
fini,:hes, designs,
-Dr. Hoyer residence phone 464,
J. M. Holder, et. al., to Grine
have; Dr. and Mrs. B. T. iliel emit to
notify the inembere that they
quality
and price.
---- Benton this morning to attend the Barnes, property in the eounty, $..
ethce 175.
been invited IW
by the
°mane club to . Baptist association.
I
W. A. Donnell to J. R. Covingtee
Our Prices rat ge from
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400% Excellent Refreehmente and Hospi- be its guest
on Friday afternoon at
tality Follow lostruethe AdNU:5S Dale Cowper retained to her property In the county, $1S.
Broadway. Phone 196.
3 o'clock at the club building.
:
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to
Visitors.
addr-eseohitnlong
ie at Sinithland today, after vie- ; E. D. Thurman to T. E. Fold
-Farley & Fisher, vetertnariens,
Kentucky avenue, to hear the
aom
Mrs. Gilbest Premien several properly in Thurman addition, $150
427 S. Third. Did phone 1346; new
of Mrs. Letcher oBiker, president or"thiyg.
phone 351.
the Kentucky Federated clubs, andi
dirs. Ella LaRue and children, of
Marriage Licesim-a.
-We have just received another
The first regular "Parents' Day •' at to meet Mrs. Riker at the reception
.1. Canute' Bonner to Mary E. Hal are in the city today.
lot of those beautiful White Wax Dee the Jefferson
building Wedne-day that will follow her address. TheiSmithiand'
Miss Kathie O'Farrell. one of the lance'.
signs. Brunson's, 599 Broadway.
was a decided success. There were Alumul was invited throegh its pres-.
Robert le, York to Hester Chain
nurses at Riverside hispital has re-Best and cheapest. see rent bug- about 85 parents present and the ident, and as the members are widequieted from a visit to her home in Pion.
gee, carriages and ecorses separately, afternoon was Plemeantiy and profit- ly scattered and there is not time toi st. • Loni,
Beth phones 100. Copeland's stable, ably spent. The Hon. Hal Corbett call a meeting, he has taken this
Born, to Mr. apd Mrs. W T. Saxwas introduced by Prof. J. T. Ross. method of asking them to be preeent
419 Jefferson street.
Insurporated
on, of Madison street. a daughter
--We give you better carriage and He is for better eehools and better.on Friday.
yesterday
• ('en better service for the money th an salaries, believes that the teachers'
Mr. M. G Sale, of the !limes
should be independent and dignified. Reception for Mrs. Riker Tonight.
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shops,
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this
will
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to
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for specialg
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and daughter, Miss Dorothy, returned St. Louis. has been taken 4o
-City subscribers to the Daily
his home
Following Mr. Corbett Prof. J. A. house guest of Mrs. Rudy and presichocolate and hot water urn. Will
Sun who wish the delivery of their Carnagey heartily endorsed all he dent of the Kentucky Federated last night from an extended visit on at Metropolis..
sell cheap for Cat h.
MePherson's
coast.
papers stopped must notify our col;
Engineer Leo Wellington, of the
isa d, and addressed the parents for clubs. It will be a very handsome the Pacific
drug store, Fourth and Broadway.
1
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of
the
HolPresident
illinole Co tore, has gone to Evanlectors or make the requests direct'several minutes in regard to the dis- function to which a large number of
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comb-Lobb Tie company, is here yule to attend the funeral of his
Sulnicrilters inserting want ads
to The Sun ofitee. No attention will'etpline of children and the proper invitations have been issued.
Onte: 7 rirores, bath and toilet; alfrom Chicago.
'hrtth-. who died in Denver. ('ol.. a The Sun it ill kindly rentember that
be paid to such orders 5lien even attitude of parent and teacher tomost new. J. C. Scott, care L. R.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. James, of few days ago.
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Inserted,
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rule apOther speeches were a short and Regina, British Columbia, i
the
--Flare serer oniers for wedding
CLEANING AND PRESSING neate
Mr Edward L. Hendrick. of Mathl.lke Girard College.
plying •o (very one eithoat excepitivitatione at home
The Sun Is,pleasant address by former Superin- guest of her mother, Mrs. S. H. Clark sonville, arrived here yesterday.
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for
and
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talks
Mrs
by
showing ad great an assortment as
Mr. E. 0. Yancey, of St. Louis, ar- Iminotinet d today that the will
of 1 ---FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361. v11'ork called for and delivered. One
'Mrs. Hills and Mrs. Corbett, who are Cleugh spent last winter in Regina
you will find anywhere, at prices
trial is all I ask James Duffy, South
Robert N. Carson, the millionaire
strongly advocating manual training but the climate is very &evert- and rived iu Paducah yesterday.
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FOR SALE--A good milch and
much lower than you will have to,and domestic
Mr. Alf G. Hendrick has returned who died suddenly in a theater last
Ninth street, near Broadway. Phone
science in the public they will move west of the Rockies on
butter cow. 922 South Fourth.
i
pay elsewhere
from Smithland.
.aeek, provides for a 115.00-0,0•00 inschools.
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her return.
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for high-grade bicy__Leese Leaf style in. kodak and
Mrs. Hugh Crouse has returned stitution for orphan girls patterned
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Miss Bond. first grade teacher ofI
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Desirabl;
SALE
from Evansville, arconionered by her after Girard college, which is ex- des, 326-328 South Third street.
post-card albums. Something entireJefferson school, also gave a short!
property on South Fourth. Three
George Bernard Shaw Program. I
SALE---Three
mares.
AttieherF)R
Julius
Co.
sister. Mrs.
Humphreys and etusively for boy•s
1y new at IL D. Clements &
'
talk on the manual training already
Melees, numbers 427, 431 and 435.
The literary department of the
two daughters.
-Mr. H. C. Holl us has left the
The lee nem becomes effteelve af- rote R. F. I). No. 2, phone 62e-1.
between Clark and Adams streets.
In the primary grades. Miss Bond le i Woman's club, Mrs. Muscoe Burnett
city for a few months, and I have arMr. Charles G. Morris, of ahreme ter the death of the widow. Mrs
for
sale:
DAVENPORT
927 Broad- Write to Mrs. C. A. Brenner. Herrin.
wilt metchairn,
morroe morn- port,
qeired an interest In his business and
La-, Went to Louisville yes- Frances Carson. The institution will way. Phone 670,
i teachers,
Ill. Box 306, or inquire at Joe Brening at 9:15 o'clock at the club house!
Mall look after it for bine Any inspending several daye he located at Fiourtown, just over , FOR RENT-Three ruouis. Appel;
I
The rooms were all beautifully'The life and dramas of George Ber- terday after
ner's shoe shop, 12e 1-2 Kentucky
formation with reference to any
t the city line in Montgomery county-. 107 N. Fie -emit.
avenue, for full mute-niers.
°decorated with palms, ferns. cut nard Shaw will be diseuseed by Miss here.
branch of it will receive prompt atThompson and daughMrs,
Addle
The will is almost identical with . FOR SAI.E - Cheap, gasoline boat,
Mettle Fowler and Miss Helen Lowtie ,
WANTED-For U. S. army: Abletention if yeti will call up The Sun flowers and autumn leaves, and Mrsl
ter. Miss Mary, have gun! to James- that of teephen Girard's, and, like Gray enge ••
lid ti-se A K. Sun.
bodied unmarried men between ages
.
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office. Both phones 358. E. J. Pax-'everything spoke volumes for the 1un°the
latter.
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that
the
it:ring zeal of the Jefferson corps of dent will meet with the eepartment
FOR beetles and stovewood ring of 21 and 35: eitisens of the United
ton.
Mrs. Ellen Poore has returned school shall not be controlled by any '
States, of good character and tem437 F. Levin.
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Mrs
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delivery.
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Both
Mrs. M. E. Armstrong, who has
mend House. Paducah. KY,
every Satunday night S to 12, ed by several of the pupils.
sionary- society. The program is an been visiting her son". John ArmFOR SALE-Roll top desk with
little
A
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for only 10 cents a bowl. Cleanattrartive one and some of the best strong, returned to her home at
"It Is far'fron) here to the next chair. Apply at this office.
tuition teee if you clip and mail or
est and nicest place in town. Spe- 'WILLIAM JENNINGS. HE
musical talent of the city will take Shelbyville. Tenn.. accrenpanied by
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- Mne room hotter, 90 present the. note... within the next
town'!" asked a toutlet of a man he
ROASTS THE NEWSPAPERt4. part., it is under the direction of
cial attention given to ladies. Peoher granddaughter, Miss Alma, Arm- met' on a rural road.
foot lot, 411 South Tenth. Metiers. five days to Dratighoree Pravtleal
ple's reetaussot, 119 South Third.
Mrs. Samuel H. Winstead.
strong, who will remain e few weeks
"Well, it ain't SO very ter, nor it eonveniences. J. A. Rudy.
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- -Extra fine Baltimore oysters.
New York, Orr. 24. -William Jen_
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The recital given by Mrs. Anna B
Watson,
Messrs.
Edward
Thomas
this remarkable offer. If you desire,
It Is. Still, it'd be ferther if It wa'n't Clarke, 1309 Jefferson street.
-The Ladies' Mite society of the Democratic league. His subject was Rentz, pianist, of Newport, Ky., and
Seamon, of Mem- no nigh. so
I reckon one might sae
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TRY
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that it is beiWiit an' between ter an' sewed, oak ruled half soles in city for or continue at special raete-,-5. •
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month.
Richard Calissi. of Tenth and Madi- Man."
durability. Fourth and Washington.
Ky., at the First Christian church from Nashville.
son streets.
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lie returned, he said, from abroad
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Keep Warm

And Avoid Bad Colds and other
sickness by poorly heated homes.
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This is a True
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Burner.

$3.00
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Small Cost
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The annual inspection of the Illiwanted but ten, and was litlJee58Iul
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in getting one.
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is now being made, and the special
primary election bill with McGoorty's
Company SAT% Preperty Valued at
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ADDITIONAL REPUBLICAN
$10,000 Was Diteponed of at
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TO OKLAHOMA SENATE.
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and Council Bluffs, Iowa, Sioux Cits
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Carbondale; east St. I.ouis scription pharmacy
can supply the in- Goorty amendment provides that
canvassing boatel tonight completed ,north from Carbondale
to Gilman
voters shall determine whether they
Property veined at $10,000, it is the returns from Cimarron, Wagoner over the Chicago division, passing gredients named at little cost; being want
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and
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misswhere
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Inspection of branch Imes of tht
mous map of the addition is spread
morrow morning.
waffle matter and uric acid which
Mr, A. J. Dyer, president of the Illinois Central
by division superinfor inspection
The senate met at 5 o'clock yes...
began at 11:30 Nashville Bridge
causes
rheumatism.
comparo, arrived tendents and roadmasars will start
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Here it is; try it if you suffer.
today to inspect work on the !Robb on October 31. and
the Peoria divisioe
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the primary bill adjourned to this
Fluid Extract Dandelion, one-half
bridge on the Blandville toad, eight will be
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three
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officials than the quick annual.thority for the statement that one conventions.
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'Inspection by le.oher officials, as the week's use shows good results In
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best mile of track on the system is nearly every instanee, and such
st. Isedge on the BlandriBe road.
symptoms as lame back, frequent desle-; Ole ost his books.
determined. and every division
la is after first prize. For several sire to urinate. pain in bladder and
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Point. but the Chicago division beat pain and swelling diminishing with
(lilt last year. One car on ttte ape-,each dose.
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w;th instruments'
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that give every fraction of an inch off
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indigestion, poor bowel action, weak kidneys,and a general sluggish condition ing agent of the Illinois Centre), Win tate Thompam. th.' gevernor's Pet• Florence
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of th system. The circulation depesits this irritating poison in the
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.muscles, nerves, tissues and joints et the lexly, and soon the painful symptoms log, en route to Loiesvitie from Ch1-1 grand jnr, r-O this county of the of Louisville
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are not as free in action as before, and wl.ere the acid poison is allowed to bagged. Monday night Sam Craig on the sew capitol grounds. All these Paducah ....
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remain in the blood the joints often
beeenie so cloZged with corrosive sub- and a companion bagged six. Tufo- things seem to beve escaped the at'
stances that they are left permanently stiff and
useless. Rheumatism can day tight Clarence EiShorpe. Will Mutton of the governor, for Thompson
The river continues to fall at this
never be rubbed away, nor can it he conquered and driven from the system McKenzie, Ed Kettler
and Tom Hof- 1 la still feeding at the public crib.
poilit and another decline of .5 was
- unte the acid-la,:en blood has been cleansed , Bch bagged eleven, and last night Ed' We now desire to call the atten.lon shown yesterday the
stage being 6.
an.1 piiri fled. No other meethcine does this so , Wheeler, Al Leutermoy or. Clarence of the public to the fact that ThemeThe boats that continue to run in
effectually as S. S. S. It dissolves and re- F:lithorpe and Ed Kettler bagged six. son's boarding house was furnished
spite of the low water ate carrying
Inoveq the itnpnrities and sends a stream of They are all being kept and fattened, with blankets and such like from the
large shipments of freight, especially
rich. sirong blood to the affected parts, which and a big 'possum supper
state
here.
arsenal
not
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know
do
will ob
soothes the irritated nerves, inflamed muscles'given shortly,by whose authority and permission, the Tennessee river boats, which go
out loaded to the guards on every
and flesh, and the sufferer obtains relief that lg.
but we are informed from a source we
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..a and 30,,
- wrecked
trip.
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is permanent because the real cause of the
believe
reliable
to
be
that
all
the
Saturday afternoon in a head-on coldisease has been removed. Special hook on Rheumatism and any
The Rob Dudley came in from the
medical lision
shank( ts Thompson filet In his lochrine
at Alum. on the Nashville.
advice desired free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.'Chattanoog
he obtained from the state at.- Cumberland river last night and lett
a & St. Louis. were louse
ioansenal.
ed They must
ich
Ille en given or this morning on her return trip.
'brought to Padurah yesterday after-The Kentucky is due out of the
which
in fact the
him,
is
o
*
olnoon. They are badly buckled and
same, as there is no report of record Tennessee river early tomorrow morn
, w ill be crated and sent to Nashville
where they were ever sold and the init. She will lay here anti' teatnrifor ,repairs. No. 28 seems to be the
proceeds covered Into the treasury. day night before returnins.
.werse wrecked of the two. This was It is bad enough to keep him on the
The Alberdeen Coal Mining corn
Engineer Mike Gaivin's engine. Both pay-roll as policeman, but it appears
patty, through its local manager. E.
engines will have to be practically to outsiders that there exists some
H. Wilford, has sold the steamer I.
irebullt
sort of partnership or other tie that N. Hook to the Standard Tie company
gives Wingate Thompson this unusual and the boat will be used In towing
ITTF:SIPT TO PURCHASE
favor. lie is furnished ground for his dem out
of the Tennessee and CumREGISTR1TION CERTIFICATES lodging house and allowed to sell berland rivers.
liqaors without neense, and all the
The Chancy Lamb came in yesterI Penitentiary Offsrtms-Both Pure time the governor's private policeday from the Tennessee over
man.-Frankfort Call, September 25,
chaser And Seiler Guilty.
The steamer Charles Turner will
1906.
be sold at auction November 2. The
Subsection 15, of section 1583 of
The above Is from a Democratic boat is sold to mettle the estate
of
the Kentucky statutes provides, that paper whose editor was and is a
par- Captain E. Gordon.
"Any person or persons, who shall
tisan Democrat. It was written on the
The Joe Fowler came in lest night
attempt to prevent, or prevent, any
and left this morning at 8 o'clock on
voter from casting his ballot, shall ground, and so far as known to th
her retnrn trip to Evansville.
be deemed guilfy of a ielony. and writer, has never been contradicte
The John S Hopkins will be in to'upon conviction, be contned in the This happens In the cap'tal of th
morrow morning from Evansville and
penitentiary for a period of years, or state and in the county where trees,
i will leave as soon as she receives
not less than one nor more than five fruits, vegetables, rocks, hills,
clays. her cargo for the return trim
3 cart tor- Niel-offence."
grasses, core and hogs are made to
The J. B. Richardson got in on
Section
1591, of the Kentucky
time from Cairo last night and left
person guilty of receiving a bribe for vote the Democratic ticket,
again*this morning at 8 o'clock for
I- is sole at an election, shall be fined 'We seen where
the W. C. T. U. of the same trade.
from fifty to five hundred dollars
Pennsylvania has sanctified the use! The Henrietta left this rimming
be excluded from office and suffrage." of Baer as a medisinal agent. This
for the Tennessee river for a tow of
And subsection 3 of said section reads Is a step in the right direction;
for ties.
that "whoever shall receive money or we have not only always endorsed
The City of Saltillo is due in the
other thing of value to be used for ticker as a medicinal agent, but
as an ,
the purpose of procuring or influenc- anti-skeptic, a hair-restorer, a chill morning from St. !souls to the Ten
nessee river,
ing a vote or votes shall be deemed cure, a breakfast food.
ti relish, a
to haNe been bribed."
sauce, a ketchup, a thirst cure and a
Official Forecasts.
Every attempt to purchase a regpopulism-Hardeman
1 4afer
ed;
The Ohio from Evansville to the
istration certificate is an attempt to Free
month, wilT continue falling during
prevent a voter from casting his balthe next several days.
lot, and renders the offender liable
Mrs. Rosa Harrison, cf Trenton,
The Tennessee from Florence to
to the penitentiary penalty. And
N. J., just dead at the age of 104
the mouth, will remain about staevery voter who receives money or
pars, had never before inffered a elonary or fall slowly
other thing of,value for his registraduring the next
s:ngle day's IfInesa.
several days.
tion certificate, does so for the purThe Mississippi, from below St.
eeee of influencing his vote, is guilty
Seine folks never appear to enjoy Louis, to Cairo, will continue falling
o' being bribed, and is liable to the
life's roses until they sit down among stiffing the next several
penalty fixed by the law. •
days.
Sere-Ion 1591, o fthe Kentucky the thorns. - statutes
-further provides;-"That
Nothing Dolog.
this chapter shall be liberally conHarrison Grey Fiske discussed at a
strued. so as to prevent any evasions
dinner in New York the art of actof its pkohibitions and penalties by
ing.
shift or device."
And further re"I believe.- said Mr. Fiske, "In
that vialltions of these laws
subtlety, sublety and restraint.
A
!shall be "given specially In charge to
nod, a shake' of the head, a silent
'the gritted jury of every county first
pause-these things are often, more
convened after any general election."
effective than the most violent yelling
The executive committee of the Reand ranting.
Publican party in Paducah have in"Life Is like that, subtle and silent
formation that attempts have been
What, for instance, could be more
made to purchase registration cerexpressive
an this scene, a scene
tificates in this election, and rae prewithout a spoken word, that I once
paring the evidence necessary to conwitnessed in the country.
vict the offenders on warrants to
"An undertaker stood on a corner
be taken out before the committing
nrar a noble mansion. He elevated
magistrates of the city.
Hs brows hopefully and Inquiringly
al. a physician came from the house
After covering 1,800 miles In tour'fhe physician, compressing his lips
ink France on his bicycle, Second Ashook his head-decidedly and hurried
sistant Adee, of the state department
to his carriage. Then the underthiter
it back I,n Washington and holding
with a sigh passed on."-New York
the
. -beim of etate In the absence of
Times.
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Alaska outside-Florida inside. Whoa
the Liozerd comes it will be impossible to
comfortably heat the cold rooms. Then,
and during the months of -between 'cations'
. you'll find a

PERFECTION
Oil Heater
(lEq nipped with Smokeless Device)
r,03)3V

-`

just what you need to make the mercury
climb.
It's light enough to carry from
room to room and gives direct glowing heat
from every drop of fuel. Turn the wick
WO or low,there's no bother-no smokeno smell-smokeless device
pievents. Bras:, oil font holds
4 quarts burning 9 hours: Superbly
n japan and
.very
is heziteT
d.
L pnhed
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makes• good cornamp pansoa
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eveningdandy light-reeding, sewing or fancy we& dwell We the
eyes. Marie of brass, nickel plated, with latcst urpTcve4d
Central dial! burner. Every lamp wanamcd. Write our
De d relit aroy for descriptive circular if rat, dreier ticean't
carry the Perfection Oil Heater or Kayo Lamp.
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STANDARD OIL COMPANY
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ED. D. HANNAN
Sanitary F'Iurnber
Steam

Heating Expert

Repair Work Solicited.
Both Phones 201

132
325

Fourth St.

Kentucky Avenue.

Pt

son/
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INSURANCE AGEN TS

PURELY VEGETABLE

DO YOU USE YOUR
GAS STOVE IN WINTER?

If not is it because a coal
range keeps the kitchen
arm? We have a Coke
Heating Attachment for gas
1 stoves that does the business
only costs

$8.50

0 Burns, Coke and saves a
double stove-equipment in
your-kitchen. Then think
_of the saving in _ expense
with the present high prices
of coal.

Before anaemic
people use
Scott's
Emulsion
their blood is thin
and starved, their
general health poor,
and their spirits
depressed.
After they ts,ise
Scott's
Emulsion
their blood is rich
and abundant, their
general health excellent and their
spirits bouyant.

Think it over, then call on us
and look it over, then get it

T

Paducah Light & Power Co.

I

Romance Is the, truth of imagination arid- boyhood.

All cir.sul,ite 50eiad$1.00,
00.0

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO
Fire,
Accident,
Health,
Liability,
Automobile,

Office Phones

Nike, p9

Steam Boller,
Bond!,
Plate Glass,
Cargo,
Elevator.

Residence Phones fa712246

Camphell Building, Paducah,Ky.

MM.

Several d esirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor;' water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.

rt.

'MO

AMERICAN-6FR1AN NATIONAL BANK

NINE SUMMERS OLD
As the Government Stamp will indi-

cate. Purity of the

Early Times
And

Jack'Beam
Is unquestioned for die sideboard
and medicinal purposes, and you -can
not secure anything superior. -Sold
most eve7where.

The deed is the only indorsement
if a good gentiMent recognized byi
litatea.

mr111110•••

•
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immediate friends as the "fat
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Springfield, III., Oct. 23.— By a
nbed ruler of city politics, Wild setting (ildtids, Risings anti Bumps on the skin proved a success, and 85 parenta
baby," had wandered to the
In his private office, a frown on his S.irc Throat or mouth. falling hair, were preeent
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vote." thought the bliss angrily. "Why
deary estate was *iven zo the exe- ret or disposing of registration cerstore4 Fourth and Broadway,
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pavement end subbed in helpless mis- can't people mini their own busluess?"
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of all kind, all leave after treatment
cutors In truse The. are Alfred G. tificates.
sole agents for Paducah, or sent
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And Just then Tom MeNlannis was an- with B. It. B. because these troubles are
Address—Mrs. W. J. Hills,
Vanderbilt himself, William K. Vauby mall upon receipt of price to
,I0OVER, Secretary.
Harry Wendell picked up the small nounced.
F.
caused by blood' poison, while B. B. B.
Address—Mrs. Hal S. Corbett.
C. Va utter bi It
Lark Medicine Co., Louisville,
derbilt, Reginald
kills the poison, makes the bloom pure
sufferer and handed him a carnation
Mellannis had called to talk over the and rich, heals the sores and stops the
Address—Hon. Hal S. Corbett.
fey.
Chauncey M. Dcpew and Edward V
he had been wearing. As the babe's political situatiou III the Tenth ward. Itching.
Address—Miss Bouds.
Rossieter.
feeling's changed from sorrow to won- As usual, this ward, the largest In the
BOTANIC BLOOD BALW. (B. IL B.)
•
lee
Address—Mr. Grorge 0. McBroom.
and safe to Saks';
Cornelius Vandeibilt, Sr
dec and then to delight his sobs grew city in point of populatian. was solidly In pleasant
of pure Botanic Ingredients. sAstri.E
A.
John
Carnagey.
Address—Supt.
m,-,,
$1
Corneette
Jr.,
;on,
his eldest
TO THIRD AND
The Russia Foundered.
fainter.
for the machine. Dorsey's face bright- ENT PREZ by writing itiood Balm Co..
At the Longfellow School.
BY DIU/tamers, or
O
00i6 Each of his 0th. r
"Sure, and these hot days are hard ened tip At the first part of his lieutea- Atlanta. Ga. SLD
Lisbon, Oct. 23.--The HamburgKENTUCKY,
s
by express. At $1 PER LARGE
sent
100
than
parents
were pres- ceived
More
approximately
American line Russia foundered in on the battles, with never a breeze stir- ant's discourse. Then It clouded when BOTTLE, with directions for home
tiint11,44, Rank Work, Legal
ent at the Longfellow
school. at Mrs. Cornelius Vancierbie tea ,
the
cure.
the harbor here last aisle, while ring except along the river and
eicalnutes said positively:
W.
R.
by
Ey..
Paducah,
in
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Sold
Kentucky
street
avenue.
and
stifle
fund
trust
a
and
away
them
82.000,000
keeping
trucks and wagons
and Library Work a exclalty.
"But It seems tp me that we ought Walker & Co.. W. J. Gilbert, Laps
eaahne- she is a total loss. Passenyesterday afternoon. The same pro- rient to yielai her an income of $250 there."
from
List.
&
Alvey
anyway.
pier
recreation
that
have
mitesailors
to
are
gers escaped. The
gram was carried out regarding regu- 000 annually.
Harry Wendell looked around and This hot weather is mighty hard on
lar work, and a Soci1C.
Just before the will was probated
saw Tien alcaluunis, the ward leader the people."
The program was:
Alfred G. Vanderbilt gave to his
and one of the strougest supporters of
"What can I do?" replied Dorsey imAddress- Elsa.. W. E. Cave.
brother. Cornelius. $teuitt).000, there
Richard Dorsey, the boss whom the patiently. "If the cif, appropriates
MEN AND
MI:TROPilLIS, ILL.
UsefteOtes
Address—Ptof. Marvin Ragsdale. by placing the latter, on an eqiial
City Iteform club was working bard to money for the pier it will run over the
D. A. Halley, Prop,
t
diseedr.
U. I Sw SOW.
or aela
irritattoes .
sismoses.4
orertbrusr.
Addreas—County Attorney Alben footing with Reginald and his tao
debt limit. You know the people at
lieweat and best hotel is tbe city,
of Tastes.
Owl So martirtmere.
sisters.
"It's a pity they can't get a reereu- Albany, and the reformers are Just
Barkley.
Pori
pn,eleas, rind Ogg
55
Two large sample
Rates $2.00.
EirISS)tallbliCo. goat or socleosalld.
don leer for this district," observed looking to catch us up on that very
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Mena,. testh /amnia, Electric Lights.
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the
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looklag
Harry,
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by express.
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McMannis bluntly
And yet
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us.
unknown
e
to
"It would that." assented Mellaunis.
terested in educational work, and consumption is driving thousand, inDorsey looked disgusted.
al was telling Dorsey the same only
expects to have an enormous attend- to ralie in far-off California or s
"What's the use of talking that
yesterday. But he didn't seem to look
"You know
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that you buy the best.
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How Much Do We Spend on Our Schools?

Recently I have had occasion to examine Into city school statisties
somewhat, and the figure.. which I shall give may startle our complacent TURNS OVER AND TWENTY PEOPLE SEVERELY HURT.
citizens who think we are spenddng too much on our schools.
There are ift the United States 594 city school systems, with an enrollment of 4.5416,678. and an average attendance a 3.434.323. One
hundred and thirty-nine million dollars are annually spent on these
Wet Leaves On Roll Caused Fatal
schools.
Accident Near Muncie,
1 have selected a few cities, at random, in various states, for CCM•
Indiana.
parlson with Kentucky's second class cities. 1 only give the total popula
don, the school population and the amount expended on school.
Let us look at our Kentucky cities first and keep them in wind when
-Muncie, Ind., Oct. 24.--Interurban
examining the others:electric car No. 236 on the Union
City and State.
Expended on Traction line, bound for Indianapolis,
School
PoollaSchools.
Census.
time
last night turned over at the short
Covington, Ky.
$149,492 curve off Main street, on Kilgore ave45.000
18,777
35,000
Lexington, Ky.
102,620 nue, and 20 of the 90 passngers were
10,138
Owensboro, Ky.
15.004
61,825 injured, a dozen seriously, while one
4,660
Paducah, Ky.
50,895 Edward Newton, will die. lie is a
21,960
6.143
Sacramento, Cal.
222,047 traveling salesman, and he has his
30,000
6,056
Colorado-Springs, Col.
203,821 back punctured wide a rod.
6,056
28,186
New Britain, Conn
112.643
7,032
30.178
Miss Eugenie Williams, aged 1G, of
Bloomington, Ill.
273,229 Yorktown, had her right snoulder and
6,949
25,219
Muncie, Ind.
181,136
26,301
6.456
left hand lacerated and torn.
Atlantic City, N. J.
214,660
37,593
5,650
Herman G. Harting, in Elwood
Batavia. N. Y.
61,763 grain dealer, was cut and bruised and
2.444
9,938
Fargo, N. D
12,512
83,430 injured internally.
2.980
.Canton, 0.
37,9'07
164,564
11,413
Mrs. 05e Hines, of Muncie, back
Altoona, Pa.
276.880 and arm cut and bruised.
7,38.2
45,567
Pawtucket, R. I
185,181
39.231
934*
Marion Bulock. aged le, of YorkLaErosse, Wis.
154,732 town. badly bruised arm and shouldel
39,231
10,102
Duluth. Minn.
521,311 and internally injured.
54,000
13,000
184,840
Hannibal, Mee
5.044
12,700
Bertha Compton. aged 17, of YorkButte, Mont.
365,244
44,000
10,923
town, bruised hand, dislocated elbow
South Omaha, Neb.
238.870
6.743
34.941
and injured about the head.
Portsmouth, N. H
145.529
1.938
11,042
Dr. Dora }nester, of Elwood, elbow
Cedar Rapids, Is.
163,802
8,223
28,739
cut
and shoulder bruised
Battle Creek. eilat.
164,266
4,601
23,126
George Raisor, of Munrie, injured
Brookline, Mass.
nt,228
2.428
23,436
Compare the above twenty cities with Lexington, Covington, Owens- on the head.
Mrs. Charles Walter, of Daleville
boro and Paducah. and note how little we are doing.
The average amount expended on each pupil listed In the school ear torn off and head injured.
Dr. Etta Merles, of Summitville,
census of the U. S. is $33. The average amount spent on each child in
bruised on the head arm, and breast
the census reports of th,cities above mentioned is viz:
Oran Richardson, of Muncie, one
Covington. Ky.
$ 7.95 Lexington, Ky.
$10.13
Owensboro. Ky.
13.27 Paducah Ky.
8.28 knee and one foot lacerated, arm and
Colorado Springs, Col.
34.78 Sacramento, Cal
16 67,face cut.
A dosen others were more or less
New Britain. ()onn.
16.01 Bloomington, Ill.
39.31
Atlantic City, N. J.
38.00 Muncie, Ind.
29.06 bruised and cut. Rumors are that a
Batavia, N Y.
25.18 Fargo, N. D.
28.01 child died from injuries.
George F. McCullough, who built
Canton, 0.
14.4e Altoona, Pa.
37.51
laCrosse. Wis.
15.50 Pawtucket, R. I.
19.81 1 the road, and W. C. Sampson. treascompany.
eegl
:
'
an:
atiroh
n Tdr
Duluth, Minn.
40.10 Hannibal, Mo.
36.65, ww1urer rooufnn tnhtihn
tachade.re
Butte, Mont.
33.44 South Omaha, Neb.
38.40; were
Cedar Rapids. la
MOO Portsmouth N. H.
76.84.injury. The car is the higheet flyer
Battle Creek, Mich
3.5.27 Brookline, Mass.
147.5' on the line, and, having been delayed
he
If Lexington had spent as much per capita of census school children
olThectlalas the lowest city named, Canton, Ohio, it would have amounted to dangerous curve was appr$145,872. If she had spent a. much as Brookline. Mass., the highest'len leaves in the street prevented the
city mentIoned, the amount erpended in 1904-5 would have been $1.484.- brakes from doing their duty and the
580. Any one of the per capita., outside Kentucky, would haee wiped outl rar hit the curve with such force that
our deficit, given us a high school, a echool in West End. another negro it toppled over. It was filled with
school, a fine system of manual training, and other desirable edneational rural girls who attend the Muncie
conditions. We must remember as other cities Sr.. doing• that
the High school.
achoole are our hest asset l. and that a liberal poli.y pursued toward them!
49- redound to the city's good and uptolibling
Be sure you get a round trip ticket
, when you take a trip on a merry-goSuperintendent of Schools.
J.A.CARNAGEY.
, rour d.

GREAT SILK SALE
Begins Friday, Oct, 25th
have just purchased from one of
W E the
largest silk firms in the country a big lot of this season's choicest styles
and patterns in Silks that sold from $1
up to $1.75. Our price will be

69c, 79c and 89c
These goods run in lengths from 3 yards
to 20 yards, so you will be able to get
any length you want. These goods will
be on display at our store Friday morning. Don't fail to see them, for you will
appreciate the values we offer.
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Special Announcement
Suits and Coats Cailored to Order
to announce to all interested in smart tailored suits or
WE wish
coats, that we have arranged with one of the largest Easteln
coat and suit houses for a special salesman to be with us Friday? October 25th for the purpose of taking orders for suts or colfi. for all those
that wish perfect fiiting and strictly man tailored suits or coats.
This is a special opportunity for you to not onty get strictly hand
tailorei garments, but you will also get an opportunity to see the
newest creations.
Let us add that these garments will not be any higher than other
ready-to-wear garments. The suits will range in price from $20 up;
coats and cloaks $10 up.
Samples opened at 9 a. m. Friday, October 25th on second floor.
trdkedkeAteAeAlAe4keJkedkeviZe•W;e-rek,wkeab.ikeake,4

FOR MISSISSIPPI

J. R. ROBERTS

THCRSDAY, OCTOBER 24.
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TRACTION CAR
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PRESIDE‘T ROOSEVELT IS INALTERABLY COMMITTED.

.Gets Back to Washington, Delighted
With Reception and His Outing
and Everything.

Washington, Oct. 24 -Pristdent
7Rbosevelt
reached the white house
,from his southern trip at 4 o'clock
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To those who met the deed at every place, both north and
SUE OF CIRCUS IS RATIFIED.
president here it was noticeable that south, beginning at Keokuk
and
he had added several deeper shades'continuing until the end of the jour- Barnum and Bailey Shares Now
Valney. The entire twenty-four days
to the bronze on his countenance acued at .2 to $2.25 Each.
have been full of both profit and
quired during the gummy, at Oyster! pleasure, and
I am very glad'I made
London, Oct. 1 24.-At an extraordBay. The president took no pains to the trip."
inary general meeting of the shareeonceal his delight at getting home.
Probably the most important deholders df the Barnum & Bailey show
and was markedly cordial.RI hie greet velopment of an industrial
nature 'today
a resolution was adopted ratiing to those who had gathered at the whiA1 the trip produced 10 to be
fying the provisional eontrart protrain shed to meet him.
found in the fact that 'veltbout com"I have had a delightfal time," he mitting hilaiself to any industrial iding for the sale of the pioperty
for $410,000 to Mingling Brothefie
said: "I aneextreniely gratified over scheme, the president has placed
of Wtsconsin. With the other assets
the fact that I got a hear as the re- himself at .the head of a eleven:Mt.
thiswIU give the shareholders $2 to
sett of my bunt, and none the less no far a ship channel in the Mississippi,
$2.25 pee, share. When...Abe comer
that-I had to work twelve daip,to get i and. takes the nositiopeetteat.
lp
nitiV *as formed in 1899 British Init,' For the rest. I was touched and work ot'national ifeportence and
vestors almost fell over each other
gratified beyond measure by the re- should be fostered by federal govern - In
their anxiety to subscribe the capception I received In the south, in- meat.
ital of the company,
fI

m000,000.
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